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ABSTRACT
We present a novel fabrication method to create controlled 3-dimensional silicon nanostructures with the lateral dimensions that are less than 50 nm as a result of a rapid clean room compatible process. We also demonstrate periodic and nonperiodic lattices of nanopillars in predetermined positions with the minimum pitch of 100 nm. One of the uses of this process is to fabricate suspended silicon nanowhiskers.

INTRODUCTION
Instead of using focused ion beam (FIB) in milling the target by bombarding it with gallium ions, the doping of silicon is known to lead to selective masking of the surface in etching [1]. Especially the wet etch process [2, 3] is known to be sensitive for gallium ion doping. More recently, the dry processes have been studied in association with gallium implantation especially reactive ion etching with various chemical compositions and its derivatives such as deep reactive ion etching techniques (DRIE).

The main drawback of the reported methods is a poor selectivity between treated and untreated areas of the sample (dry etching) or crystallographic anisotropy restrictions (wet etching). In dry etching, the selectivity values in the range of 1-2.5 [4] have been demonstrated. In this work we describe a combination of local gallium implantation and cryogenic deep reactive ion etching which enables selectivity of least 2000:1 thus allowing fabrication of deep structures. By using the adjustable etching process one can achieve controlled underetching of the structures creating horizontally suspended nanowhiskers.

EXPERIMENT
The fabrication process consists of only two main steps (figure 1). First selected area of the sample is treated with Ga\textsuperscript+ ion beam (FEI Helios Nanolab 600) and then DRIE (Oxford Instruments Plasmalab System 100) is used to machine the features by removing the untreated silicon. In analyzing the gallium dose needed to protect silicon from etching in the cryogenic DRIE we found out that moderate amount of 10\textsuperscript{16} ions/cm\textsuperscript{2} is enough to produce structures of several \textmu m in height. The dose is several orders of magnitude lower than the one needed for traditional direct FIB milling or FIB – assisted etching (10\textsuperscript{16} ions/cm\textsuperscript{2} instead of...
> $10^{18}$ ions/cm$^2$). By altering the etching parameters during the DRIE step, we can choose between the vertical and anisotropic sidewall profile. This gives us a possibility to create freestanding silicon nanostructures such as isolated nanowires or complete networks of nano electro mechanical systems.

**Figure 1.** The method of gallium ion implantation for cryogenic deep reactive ion etching. a) plain silicon substrate b) patterning by local gallium doping c) anisotropic reactive ion etching d) isotropic reactive ion etching.

To determine the gallium doping dose required to protect silicon from etching a following experiment was undertaken: 45 150 x 150 µm$^2$ areas with the dose varying from $2.5\cdot10^{14}$ to $3.3\cdot10^{16}$ ions/cm$^2$ were patterned. The patterns were etched in DRIE for 1, 2 and 4 minutes using 800 W ICP and 3 W CCP power, 40 sccm SF$6$ flow and 6 sccm O$_2$ flow in temperature of -120°C. The heights of the resulting structures were measured after every etching and results are shown in figure 2, where we can see that the doses above $10^{16}$ ions/cm$^2$ always produce the full height structure, meaning that the mask is durable enough to withstand the whole etching process. It is also evident that by using relatively small doses from $10^{15}$ to $7\cdot10^{15}$ ions/cm$^2$ and short etching times we can obtain structures of a varying height during a single etch step. It is important not to use much larger than the required dose even for full masking, as extra ions widen the implantation regions and decrease the accuracy in patterning.
Figure 2. Influence of the amount of the gallium dose as a masking layer, the full height structures with doping dose $> 10^{16}$ ions/cm$^2$ indicate that the mask did not fail during etching. The structures with the gallium ion concentration $< 10^{16}$ ions/cm$^2$ experience a mask failure which is more severe for longer etching times.

To determine the resolution of the process, we created arrays of nanopillars with masks of different shapes. For this experiment the smallest available ion current (1.5 pA) and the shortest dwell time (100 ns) available were utilized. The treatment was repeated for 40 cycles resulting in $4 \cdot 10^{16}$ ions/cm$^2$. Figure 3 shows such pillars with square masking as well as parts of electronic masks and resulting structures from the same viewing angle and in scale. The measured widening of the structures was from 17 nm to 25 nm. A minimum linewidth was measured by creating a line pattern with varying thickness and spaces between the lines. As a result, 43 nm wide trenches and 45 nm wide lines were obtained.
Figure 3. Nanopillar resolution test. Arrays of nanopillars (top) were fabricated, pictured directly from above (right) and compared to the starting mask (left). The widening of the structures measured to be in the range of 17-25 nm.

3D suspended structures can generally be fabricated with the same resolution as the non-suspended ones. Additionally, by using a relatively high etching temperature (-80 °C instead of -120°C), shrinkage of gallium doped layer occurs, making it possible to create nanobridges down to 20 nm wide (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Smallest nanobridge obtained by etching at elevated (-80°C) temperature. The length of the bridge is 2 µm, width < 20 nm and thickness < 30 nm.
Figure 5. A floating web formation demonstrating toughness and extremely low stress of the resulting suspended nanowhiskers. The structure (10 µm in diameter) consists of crossing nanobridges from 50 nm to 100 nm wide. There is only little stress-related buckling visible.

DISCUSSION
Assuming that the penetration depth of the 30 keV gallium ions in silicon is around 30 nm, the selectivity between treated and untreated silicon is well over 2000 as structures up to 80 µm high were obtained in the mask stress experiments. The lateral widening of the structures was measured to be between 17 nm and 25 nm and the overall process resolution is 10 pairs of lines / µm. An achievable height-to width aspect ratio is measured to be more than 15:1, which means that e.g. pillars 600 nm high and 40 nm in diameter are possible. The repeatability of the process within one run is excellent, as several thousands of identical structures can be produced (Figure 6). The processing time is limited by the speed of the FIB – writing, because the speed of the DRIE – step is more than sufficient; 2 µm/min, and thus typical etch times are well below one minute. The FIB step takes, depending on the resolution and treated area, from microseconds to several minutes. By using different FIB – currents and view fields it is possible to create structures at an area of 10 x 10 µm² even with 150 µm times 150 µm bonding pads in under 15 minutes, so several design/fabrication/measurement cycles can be accomplished in one working day. For the freestanding structures, our current achievement is a nanowire with dimensions of 2 µm x 20 nm x 30 nm.
CONCLUSIONS

The fabrication method producing silicon structures with a line width under 50 nm and with an aspect ratio of more than 15:1 has been developed. This quick, all-dry process can be utilized for several purposes in nanotechnology research and prototyping phases. Possible research areas, which would greatly benefit from possibility to quickly realize nanometer-sized structures are plasmonics and metamaterial or quantum phenomena research.
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